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Carbon-dot Sensitized and N-doped TiO2 in Mesoporous Silica for
Water Decontamination through Non-hydrophobic EnrichmentDegradation Mode
Chen Cheng1, Lingzhi Wang1, 2*,Tapas Sen,3 Juying Lei,1 Ahmed Mohamed El-Toni4,5, Jinlong
Zhang,1* Fan Zhang2* and Dongyuan Zhao2
Abstract: Mesoporous silica synthesized from the co-condensation
of tetraethoxysilane and silylated carbon dot containing amide group
has been adopted as the carrier for the in-situ growth of TiO2
through an impregnation-hydrothermal crystallization process.
Benefitted from the initial complexing between the titania precursor
and carbon dot, highly dispersed anatase TiO2 nanoparticles can be
formed inside the mesoporous channel. The hybrid material
possesses ordered hexagonal mesostructure with a p6mm
symmetry, high specific surface area (446.27 m 2g-1), large pore
volume (0.57 cm3g-1), uniform pore size (5.11 nm) and a wide
absorption band between 300-550 nm. TiO2 nanocrystals are
anchored to carbon dot through bonds of Ti-O-N and Ti-O-C as
revealed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Moreover, the
nitrogen doping of TiO2 is also verified by the formation of Ti-N bond.
This composite shows excellent adsorption capability to organic 2, 4dichlorophenol and acid orange 7 with electron-deficient aromatic
ring through the electron donor-acceptor interaction between carbon
dot and organics instead of hydrophobic effect as analyzed by the
contact angle analysis, which can be photocatalytically recycled
through visible light irradiation after the adsorption. The narrowed
bandgap by nitrogen doping and the photosensitization effect of
carbon dot are revealed to be co-responsible for the visible-light
activity of TiO2. The adsorption capacity does not suffer obvious loss
after being recycled 3 times.

Introduction
TiO2 semiconductor with good chemical stability has drawn
most attention as photocatalysts for new energy development
and pollutant degradation[1]. Nanometer-sized TiO2 has superior
photocatalytic activity to bulk counterpart since it has more
surface-active sites and higher electron-hole separation rate[2].
Many efforts have been devoted to decrease the particle size.
However, the side effects of size-reduction lie in that nanometer-
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sized TiO2 have strong agglomeration tendency and narrowed
light-absorption range due to the quantization-size effect.[3] To
solve the above ubiquitous contradictions encountered during
the photocatalysis application, intensive studies about loading
photocatalyst on carrier with large specific surface area, and
doping or sensitization of TiO2 to extend the light absorption
range of TiO2[4] have been respectively or jointly carried out.
Mesoporous silica with a large specific surface area,
modifiable framework surface and tunable pore size from 2-50
nm has proven to be good carriers for the loading of
photocatalysts by versatile methods including co-assembly, insitu growth and post-impregnation[5]. Additional treatment has
also been utilized to activate loaded TiO2 in visible light range.
For examples, Ti-O-Cr[6], Ti-O-Ce[7] have been formed in
mesoporous silica to improve the visible light activity. Moreover,
in consideration of the abundant porous system, mesoporous
silica can simultaneously play the role of pollutant adsorption [8],
improving the photocatalytic activity through the pollutantenrichment effect. To achieve the cooperative effect between
adsorption and photocatalysis, the reasonable spatial
arrangement and uniform dispersion of adsorption and
photocatalysis sites are essential, which however has not got
efficiently solved due to the great reactivity of most titania
precursors with low electronegativity and the high coordination
numbers[9]. Uncontrollable growth and local aggregation have
been commonly observed, which discount the cooperative effect
of adsorption and photocatalysis.
Here, we adopt a silylated carbon dot (CD) [10] composed of
graphitic core and amide-covered surface for the formation of
mesoporous silica through the co-condensation of CD and
tetraethoxysilane (TEOS). Through the complexing of amide
groups with Ti(SO4)2 precursor and a hydrothermal
crystallization process, highly dispersed TiO2 are subsequently
in-situ grown in the pore channels without sacrificing the pore
accessibility. TiO2 nanoparticles are nitrogen-doped and bridged
to CD through Ti-O-C and Ti-O-N bonds. This composite shows
high adsorption efficiency to 2, 4-dichlorophenol (2, 4-DCP) and
azo dye acid orange 7 (AO7) through electron donor-acceptor
interaction between CD and organics. The enriched organics
around TiO2 can be photocatalytically degraded under visible
light irradiation. The visible-light activity is attributed to the coeffect of nitrogen-doping and CD sensitization. The adsorptiondegradation process can be recycled 3 times without causing
obvious loss of adsorption capacity.

Results and Discussion
CD is formed from the pyrolysis reaction of citric acid in
amine-containing silane[10]. The product sealed in hexane is
sticky and yellowish brown and the film spin-coated from the
hydrolyzed CD shows yellow color (Fig. 1A). The UV-Vis diffuse
reflectance spectrum of CD film shows a wide absorption band
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from 300 to 550 nm. (Fig. 1 B). The Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectrum shows bands at 1520-1650, 960-1140 and 698860 cm-1 ascribed to the vibrations of CONH2, Si-O and Si-CH2
groups, respectively (Fig. 1C). The high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) shows that CD is monodispersed
and polycrystallized with particle size of 1-2 nm (Fig. 1 D).

~ 446.27 m2g-1 by Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) method. A
narrow pore-size distribution curve with the mean value of ~ 5.11
nm is obtained from the adsorption branch using
Barrett−Joyner−Halenda (BJH) model (Fig. 2 F). The pore
volume is about 0.57 cm3/g. These data are comparable to those
of CD-MS without embedding of TiO2 (Fig. S1), indicating the
pore system is not blocked due to the introduction of TiO 2 into
the pore channel.

Figure 1. Optical photographs of the hexane solution of CD (left) and the film
obtained by spin-coating the hydrolysed CD on glass slide (right); (B)-(D) UVVis diffuse reflectance and FTIR spectra and HRTEM image of CD
nanoparticles. Insert: Histogram of the particle diameter distribution (Left) and
the enlarged HRTEM image (Right) of CD.

CD-embedded mesoporous silica (CD-MS) was synthesized
according to our previous report, which uses CD and TEOS as
the co-precursor of silica and EO20PO70EO20 (P123) as the
template[10d]. TiO2 nanoparticles were subsequently in-situ
formed on CD-MS using Ti(SO4)2 as the titania precursor
through the process of impregnation and hydrothermal
crystallization (Ti-CD-MS). TEM images indicate that highly
dispersed TiO2 nanocrystals (ca. 4 nm) can be formed in the
pore channel of CD-MS (Fig. 2 A), while severely local
aggregation occurs for TiO2 particles grown on MS (Ti-MS, Fig.
2 B), indicating the formation of uniformly distributed TiO2
nanocrystals on CD-MS should be related to the existence of CD
in the pore channel. It is known that chelating agent with
mercapto, amine or carbonyl group is advantageous to inhibit
the growth of metal or metal oxide nanoparticles through forming
metal ion complex[11]. Therefore, the amide group of CD should
be responsible for suppressing the severe hydrolysis of titania
precursor and the subsequent agglomeration of TiO2. The wideangle X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) pattern shows that TiO2
nanocrystal has anatase phase and the low intensity is ascribed
to the tiny size of anatase TiO2 (Fig. 2 C). The small-angle XRD
pattern shows a peak at 2θ = 0.834o ascribed to 10 reflection of
a 2D hexagonal mesostructure with a space group of p6mm[5b],
indicating that the mesostructure is still retained after the
introduction of TiO2 (Fig. 2 D). The N2 adsorption-desorption
isotherms (Fig. 2 E) indicates this hybrid material has typical
type IV curves with sharp capillary condensation steps in the
middle P/P0 range. The specific surface area is calculated to be

Figure 2. TEM images of Ti-CD-MS (A) and Ti-MS (B); Wide-angle XRD
pattern (C), small-angle XRD pattern (D), N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms
(E) and pore size distribution curve (F) of Ti-CD-MS.

The element mapping by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
spectroscopy shows that element Ti is uniformly distributed on
mesoporous silica accompanied with element N, which is
derived from the amide groups on CD (Fig. 3). The weight
percentage contents of Si, Ti and N are 37.9, 19.0 and 5.2 wt%,
respectively. Fig. 4 a shows the X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) for the Ti 2p region of Ti-CD-MS and Ti-MS.
The Ti2p3/2 and Ti2p1/2 core levels of Ti-MS appearing at 467.2
and 461.2 eV are higher than most of the reported values[12],
which should be related to the loading environment of TiO2
nanoparticle and will be discussed together with the O1s
spectrum later. The two peaks shift to 465 and 459 eV for
sample Ti-CD-MS, indicative of the increased electron density
caused by the presence of CD[12a]. The N1s spectrum shows a
broad peak centered at 401.6 eV, which is accompanied by a
small peak at 396.8 eV. It is commonly accepted that the peak
around 396 eV is ascribed to the substitutional nitrogen (Ti-N)
and the peak at 401.6 eV is assigned to the oxidized Ti-N in the
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form of Ti-O-N[12a, 13]. The C1s XPS peak can be fitted into three
peaks at 284.6, 285.5 and 288.4 eV. The first peak at 284.6 eV

with the visible light, Ti-CD-MS shows photocurrent much higher
than CD-MS (75 times) in the absence of TiO2 and Ti-MS (30
times) in the absence of CD (Fig. 5 B). The visible-light activity
can be attributed to N doping. However, in consideration of the

Figure 3. EDX mapping of elements Si, Ti and N in Ti-CD-MS. The scale bar
is 100 nm.

Figure 4. XPS spectra of Ti-MS and Ti-CD-MS: Ti2p (A), C1s (B), O1s (C) and
N1s (D).

is associated with the adventitious elemental carbon. The
second peak at 285.5 eV is assigned to graphitic carbon and the
small peak at 288.4 eV proves the existence of C=O and
COO[14]. Therefore, it is assumed that CD obtained from instant
high-temperature pyrolysis of citric acid in the presence of
amine-containing silane should be composed of a graphitic
carbon core covered with an ethoxysilane shell through the
linkage of amide group according to the result from UV-Vis,
FTIR and C1s XPS. Moreover, the peak at 281.2 eV
corresponding to the Ti−C bond was not observed[14], suggesting
C atoms in CD may be bonded with lattice oxygen atoms in TiO 2
as Ti−O−C through substituting titanium atoms instead of
replacing oxygen atoms. The fitting of O1s spectrum generates
three peaks at 529.6 eV, 532.0 eV and 535.2 eV. The peak at
529.6 eV is from Ti-O-Ti and the peak at 532 eV is ubiquitously
observed from TiO2 with Ti-O-C or Ti-O-N[12a, 15]. The content of
these two species cannot be discriminated according to the
similar electronegativity of C and N. The highest peak at 535.2
eV is related to the existence of abundant O-H bonds in
mesoporous silica, which may lead to the electron deficiency of
Ti species loaded in the pore channel and is accordant with the
Ti 2p XPS of Ti-MS. Based on the formation of Ti-O-N, Ti-O-C
and Ti-N bonds, it is proposed that Ti precursor should be
chelated by O=CNH2 groups in CD, which prohibits the growth of
TiO2 particle during the hydrothermal process. The finally formed
TiO2 particles should be attached on CD particles through Ti-ON and Ti-O-C bonds and part of N is doped into the lattice of
TiO2 in the form of Ti-N.
The UV-Vis absorption spectrum of Ti-CD-MS shows a wide
absorption band from 300 to 550 nm (Fig. 5 A). When irradiated

graphitic essence of CD, the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) levels
of CD has been further calculated to reveal the possibility of
photosensitization of TiO2 by neighboring CD bridged through TiO-N and Ti-O-C[16]. First, the energy bandgap (Eg) of CD-MS is
determined to be ca. 2.51 eV (Fig. 5 C) from the Tauc plot of
transformed Kubelka−Munk function versus hv as indicated in
Equation 1[17]:

( h )1/2 vs. (hv  Eg )  (1)
HOMO  [ Eox  EFc / Fc  4.5  0.24]eV  (2)
LUMO  HOMO+Eg (3)
Where α is the absorption coefficient, ν is the frequency of the
light, and h is Planck’s constant. The onset potential of oxidation
(Eox) of CD-MS is measured as 0.11 V by cyclic voltammetry
using saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference
electrode and ferrocene as the standard (Fig. 5 D). The potential
of SCE is 0.24 V versus standard hydrogen electrode (SHE).
The oxidation potential of ferrocene (EFc/Fc+) is 0.42 V versus
SHE (inset, Fig. 5 D). According to the absolute potential of SHE
(-4.5 eV), the HOMO level of CD-MS is calculated to be -4.49 eV
from the oxidation potential using Equation 2. The LUMO level of
CD-MS is calculated to be -1.98 eV from Equation 3., allowing
the electron transfer from CD-MS to anatase TiO2 with lower
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potential of conduction band (-4.42 eV) when irradiated with
visible light and resulting in the photosensitization of TiO2 by
neighboring CD [18]. Therefore, the improved photocurrent of TiCD-MS under visible light irradiation should be attributed to the
co-effect of nitrogen-doping and CD-sensitization of TiO2.

Figure 5. (A) UV-Vis spectra of Ti-CD-MS, CD-MS and MS; (B) Photocurrent
of Ti-CD-MS, CD-MS and Ti-MS under visible-light irradiation; (C) Optical
energy band gap and CV curve of CD-MS.

Figure 6. Adsorption-photocatalytic recycling efficiency of Ti-CD-MS for 2, 4DCP (A) and AO7 (B).

Furthermore, it is found Ti-CD-MS shows significant
adsorption capacity to 2, 4-DCP in the dark when applied as a
photocatalyst, where about 75 % of 2, 4-DCP can be adsorbed
after the equilibrium was reached within 1.0 h as verified by UVVis absorption spectra (Fig. 6 A). The high adsorption efficiency
should be related to the incorporation of CD since Ti-MS shows
less adsorption. The isoelectric point of Ti-CD-MS is at pH=4.8
(Fig. S2), which excludes the possibility of electrostatic
interaction between 2, 4-DCP and Ti-CD-MS at neutral
environment. The hydrophobicity test was further carried out to
identify the contribution of hydrophobic interaction due to the
presence of graphitic carbon in CD. The contact angle of Ti-CDMS is about 55.23 o (Fig. S3), which seems incompetent to the
pronounced adsorption capacity as demonstrated in Fig. 6A
since the surface of Ti-CD-MS is actually hydrophilic. Currently,
for the enrichment-assisted photocatalysis, hydrophobic

interaction is commonly adopted. In general, hydrophobic
interaction refers to the adsorption behavior of aromatic
compounds without polar functional groups through weak Van
der waals force. Besides hydrophobic interaction, other
adsorption modes including polar-π interactions, cation-π and nπ electron donor-acceptor (EDA) interaction have been
reported19]. 2, 4-DCP contains an electron-deficient π-system
due to the presence of two electron-withdrawing -Cl substituents
on aromatic ring. Ti-CD-MS contains amide group, where the O
and N atoms should also possibly form n-π EDA interaction with
the electron-deficient π-system. The binding affinity of n-π EDA
interaction is stronger than that caused by hydrophobic
interaction since the bonding enthalpies involved in hydrophobic
interactions are considered negligible compared with EDA
interaction[10c]. The advantage of non-hydrophobic adsorption
lies in the preservation of hydrophilicity of photocatalyst, which is
more feasible for the treatment of sewage water. Since TiO2
nanocrystals are anchored with CD through Ti-O-N and Ti-O-C
bonds, the enrichment of pollutant by CD can increase the local
concentration of pollutant around TiO2. The absorption of 2, 4DCP keeps decreasing by further irradiated with visible light for
1 h. The degradation of adsorbed 2, 4-DCP was verified by
analyzing the elution obtained from washing photocatalyst with
ethanol after the photocatalysis process with UV-Vis
spectroscopy. No absorption attributed to 2, 4-DCP is detected
from the elution, indicating the efficient degradation of adsorbed
2, 4-DCP. The degradation of total 2, 4-DCP in solution can be
achieved by prolonging the irradiation time (4 h, Fig. S5).
However, the photocatalyst can actually well recover its
adsorption capacity after 1 h of irradiation, which still preserves
its 87 % of adsorption capacity at the 3rd recycle (Fig. 6A). The
well preserved adsorption capacity demonstrates the good
photostability of CD. In fact, CD shows negligible variation of
peak intensity even after 4 h of irradiation with 300 W of Xe lamp
(Fig. S4). Moreover, to demonstrate the effect of n-π EDA
interaction on pollutant adsorption, azo dye AO7 also containing
the electron-deficient aromatic ring was further adopted as
pollutant target as shown in Fig. 6B. About 90% of AO7 is
adsorbed after the equilibrium is reached within 0.5 h. The
adsorbed AO7 is almost completely eliminated after further
irradiated with visible light for 1 h. The recycled Ti-CD-MS can
still adsorb 90% of AO7 and be further recycled for 3 times
without obvious loss of adsorption capacity. As mentioned above,
the excellent visible-light driven photocatalytic self-recycling
performance should be benefitted from the co-contribution from
nitrogen-doping and CD-sensitization of TiO2 (Fig. 7).
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram for the visible-light driven photoatalytic selfrecycling process.

further stirring at room temperature for 3 h, the mixture was transferred to
an autoclave and hydrothermally treated at 120 °C for 12 h. The obtained
product was washed by deionized water and dried at 60 °C for 12 h
under the vacuum condition. TiO2 was also in-situ loaded on MS through
the same procedure (Ti-MS).

Conclusions
Photocatalytic experiments

In conclusion, mesoporous silica embedded with amidecontaining CD was used for the in-situ growth of TiO2
photocalyst. Highly dispersed TiO2 nanocrystals are formed in
the pore channel through the chelating between amide groups
and titania precursor. Under the visible-light irradiation, Ti-CDMS shows photocurrent 75 times higher than CD-MS and 30
times higher than Ti-MS due to the co-effect of nitrogen–doping
and photosensitization of TiO2 by neighboring CD. When applied
to the photocatalytic elimination of 2, 4-DCP and AO7, Ti-CDMS shows extraordinary activity through the enrichmentdegradation mode since CD can efficiently adsorb 2, 4-DCP and
AO7 with electron-deficient aromatic ring via n-π EDA interaction.
In consideration of the high feasibility of the non-hydrophobic
adsorption mode for the water decontamination, we believe the
design and synthesis strategy presented here can further
accelerate the development and application of enrichmentdegradation type photocatalyst for the wastewater treatment.

Experimental Section
Synthesis of CD
CD was prepared through a one-step synthetic route reported
previously.[10a] First, 10 ml of N-(β-aminoethyl)-γ-aminopropyl
methyldimethoxy silane (AEAPMS) was put in a 50 ml of three-necked
flask. The temperature was increased to 240 °C under nitrogen
atmosphere. Then 0.5 g of anhydrous citric acid was quickly added into
the flask. The reactants were heated at 240 °C for 1 min and then cooled
to room temperature. The sample was obtained after washed with
hexane for two times, then sealed with hexane and stored in the
refrigerator.
Synthesis of CD encapsulated mesoporous silica (CD-MS)
CD-MS was prepared using EO20PO70EO20 (P123) as the template
following the method described previously[5b]. P123 was first dissolved in
120 mL of HCl solution (2.0 M) to get a homogeneous solution by
vigorous stirring at 38 °C. Then, 9 mL of TEOS and 0.6 mL of CD were
added and the mixture was stirred at 38 °C for 24 h. After that, the
mixture was transferred into an autoclave and hydrothermally treated for
24 h at 100 °C. Then the samples were filtered, washed with deionized
water, and dried at 60 °C under vacuum condition. The templates were
removed by solvent-extraction method, where 50 mg of the as-made
sample, 60 mg of sodium acetate and 5 ml of ethanol were mixed
together and stirred under refluxing at 92 oC for 1 h.
Loading of TiO2 nanoparticles on CD-MS (Ti-CD-MS)
TiO2 nanoparticles were loaded on CD-MS through precursorimpregnation and in-situ hydrothermal growth. First, 25 mg of Ti(SO4)2
was dissolved in a solution containing 22 mL of ethanol and 3 mL of
deionized water. Then 0.1 g of CD-MS was added under stirring. After

50 mg of sample and 50 mL of 2, 4-dichlorophenol (2, 4-DCP, 10 mg/L)
or azo dye acid orange 7 (AO7, 10 mg/L) were ultrasonically mixed.
Before irradiation, the mixture was stirred for 30 min in the dark to reach
an adsorption-desorption equilibrium. A 300 W high-pressure Xe lamp
equipped with 420 nm optical filter was used as the light source. Ambient
temperature was maintained during the photocatalytic reaction. At each
predetermined time point, the analytical samples taken from the mixture
were immediately centrifuged and then ﬁltered through syringe ﬁlters
(cellulose acetate membranes) with the size of 0.22 μm to remove the
photocatalysts. The ﬁltrates were analyzed by recording variations in the
UV-Vis absorption spectra of 2, 4-DCP or AO7.
Characterization
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected on a RigakuD/MAX 2550
diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (40 kV, 100 mA, λ = 0.15406 nm).
N2 sorption isotherms were measured at 77 K by a Micromeritics ASAP
2020 analyzer. The Brunauer− Emmett−Teller (BET) method was utilized
to calculate the speciﬁc surface areas (SBET) by using the
Barrett−Joyner−Halenda (BJH) model, the pore volumes and pore size
distributions were derived from the adsorption branches of isotherms.
The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was conducted on a JEM
2000EX microscope. Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectra were
recorded from a Nicolet FTIR spectrometer (Nicolet Magna 550). UV-Vis
absorption or diffuse reflection spectra were performed on a Scan UV-Vis
spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU, UV-2450), with BaSO4 as the
reflectance sample. Zata-potential vs. pH curves were analyzed by a
Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS instrument (ZEN3600, Malvern Instruments),
using 0.1 M of NaOH and HCl to adjust the pH value, and 0.1 M of NaCl
to maintain a high background-electrolyte concentration. For the
electrochemical analysis, the counter, reference and working electrodes
are Pt electrode, saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and FTO glass
coated with thin film of tested sample, respectively. The supporting
electrolyte is a mixed solution of (2.5 mM) K3Fe(CN)6 and (0.1 M) KCl,
where K3Fe(CN)6 is used as an internal standard. The electrode
potential is 0.24 V versus normal hydrogen electrode (NHE). The scan
rate is 100 mV/s.
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